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The golden-winged vermillion-beaked eagle had no choice but to push the small eagle in front of Yun 

Chujiu and chirp a few more times. 

 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes in confusion and asked in surprise, “Sir Eagle, are you going to give the small 

eagle to me?” 

 

 

Small Eagle, who was at the side, saw Yun chujiu acting dumb and was so angry that he rolled his eyes! 

 

 

However, the golden-winged vermillion-beaked eagle misunderstood and thought that small eagle was 

sick again. He nodded to Yun chujiu anxiously and then chirped. 

 

 

Yun chujiu finally looked like she had a sudden realization. She slapped her thigh and said, “No wonder I 

have been dreaming for the past few days. I dreamed that an old immortal asked me to take in the small 

eagle! The old immortal even asked me to take good care of the Small Eagle!” 

 

 

When the golden-winged vermillion-beak eagle heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it believed that there was a 

dream. It used its wings to push the small eagle toward Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

Yun chujiu was about to take the opportunity to form a contract with the small eagle when a white light 

flashed before her eyes. The scene in front of her changed.. 

 



 

At this moment, it had been half a month since Yun Chujiu entered the prodigy roll. At first, there were 

still many people who came to watch. Later, only Feng Ming and Jin Zhi came to check on her when they 

had the time. 

 

 

At first, Jin Zhi was very worried about Yun Chujiu’s safety. However, after being brainwashed by Feng 

Ming and the other two, she became numb to it. They were right. Little Jiu, that monster, would be fine. 

 

 

Everything in the Tianyuan Institute was as usual. There was no difference because of the lack of a bad 

news bag. 

 

 

On this morning, Dean Huangfu was in the study dealing with some matters. The door of the study was 

knocked open. Dean Huangfu was shocked. He looked up and saw that it was the dried-up old man who 

had barged in. However, the dried-up old man’s expression was very grave, he was also very anxious. 

 

 

“Old Man Jiang? Old Man Jiang, is there something wrong?”Dean Huangfu stood up. He knew that old 

man Jiang was not someone who would act rashly. Something must have happened. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

“My enemy has been found. I must leave this place immediately to avoid implicating you. “When little 

nine comes out, you must keep your mouth shut. Just say that I went wandering and don’t let her find 

me. She isn’t a match for those people yet!” 

 

 



The dry old man hurriedly said a few words, then turned around and rushed out. In a few leaps, he 

disappeared without a trace. 

 

 

Before Dean Huangfu could react, he heard the sound of a fight coming from afar. His heart tightened, 

and he hurriedly rushed over to where the fight had happened. 

 

 

When Dean Huangfu rushed over, he discovered that the dried-up old man was fighting with a middle-

aged man. 

 

 

The middle-aged man was dressed in a black robe. The cuffs and edges of the black robe were 

embroidered with golden threads. Dean Huangfu’s heart tightened. Those golden threads were spat out 

by a type of nine mysterious heavenly silkworm, and they were very rare.., where did this person come 

from? 

 

 

What made Dean Huangfu even more alarmed was that he could not see through the cultivation level of 

the black-clothed man at all. Moreover, it seemed that he was only higher than the dried-up old man 

and not lower than him. 

 

 

Most importantly, there were still twenty people standing not far away. If dean Huangfu could not see 

through their cultivation level, it meant that the cultivation level of these five people was above Dean 

Huangfu’s. 

 

 

Dean Huangfu naturally would not just stand there and watch. he shouted sternly, “Stop! Who Are you 

people? How dare you make a move in the Tian Yuan Academy?” 



 

 

Before Dean Huangfu could finish his words, a person standing behind him moved and struck out a palm 

towards Dean Huangfu. Dean Huangfu hurriedly dodged. 

 

 

Although Dean Huangfu dodged this move, his heart was shaken. This person’s spirit energy was too 

profound. He probably could not even take ten moves. When did so many mighty figures appear in the 

Tian Yuan continent? 


